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Abstract 
 
 

The impact of trade and financial openness can be measured by the sensitivity of 

the first moment of the economic growth. Taking into account the domestic conditions, 

this paper provides an empirical evaluation of the impact of globalization on the 

economic growth in the Eastern Europe. The data set includes a sample of 9 countries 

from the Eastern Europe, which are member states of the EU. This paper investigates the 

possibility of a non-monotonic relationship between the trade/financial openness and the 

economic growth. The analysis of non-linearity is done by allowing the effects of 

trade/financial integration to vary with the general level of economic development.  

The econometric models used in the analysis are the dynamic panel data models: 

the “Difference” GMM (Arellano-Bond (1991)) and the “System” GMM (Arellano-

Bover(1995)/Blundell-Bond(1998)). These models are designed for a dynamic persistent 

panel data with few time periods and many individuals, with endogenous regressors, with 

fixed effect, with heteroskedasticity and auto-correlation within cross-sections.    

The main conclusions of this paper are that trade openness has a significant 

positive impact on the economic growth while the impact of the financial integration is a 

negative one. This analysis reveals a strong non-linearity of the impact of trade openness 

on the economic growth. The non-linearity of the financial openness impact on the 

economic growth couldn’t be deduced.  
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The analysis of the relationship between globalization and macroeconomic 

performance represents a main interest of the growing empirical literature. The central 

aspect of globalization is the world trend towards a larger financial and trade openness. 

This trend is observed in the case of both developing and industrial economies. The 

recent wave of globalization started in the mid of the 1980s, with a rising cross-border 

financial flow.  

 There is an intense debate between policy makers and academics about the 

impact of the financial and trade integration on the economic growth. The general 

economic theory suggests that the financial globalization has a significant potential 

benefit and can induce a more efficient allocation of resources, provide possibilities for 

risk diversification, strengthen macroeconomic policies and promote the development of 

the country.  

The neo-classical framework suggests that the worldwide financial globalization 

should lead to a flow of capital from the rich countries to the poor countries, because the 

expected return in the capital from the poor countries is higher. This flow of capital 

toward the poor countries is expected to lead to an increase in investments, to the 

“import” of the managerial skills and other forms of organizational expertise, to foster the 

development of the home financial markets and impose discipline on the macroeconomic 

policies. 

 The policy makers from the developed countries have been integrating the 

domestic economies into the world markets in order to reap the potential benefits of the 

globalization. Following the same logic, the less developed countries should proceed in 

this way too. Nevertheless this issue is very controversial. Globalization can intensify the 

external exposure, measured by the sensitivity of the economic growth to the openness of 

the national economy. In the process of integration, the poor countries may be more 

vulnerable due to their specialization in production, to the non-diversified sources of 

income, to the weak institutions and the unstable macroeconomic policies. Thus, a 

premature opening of the domestic economy towards the international markets without 

having some basic supporting conditions can affect the country and make her more 

vulnerable to the external shocks.   
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Unfortunately, the existing literature does not provide a systematic and consistent 

empirical analysis of the relationship between financial and trade openness and economic 

growth.  

The source of debate, related to the impact of globalization, is a mixed set of 

observed results from the empirical literature. One of the possible explanations may be 

the difficulty of quantifying the grade of the financial and trade liberalization and the 

difficulties to measure the liberalizations in a consistent way among different countries.  

Other sources of divergences are represented by the fact that the studies include 

different countries and periods in their samples and use diverse econometric techniques.    

The countries from the Eastern Europe began to integrate their economies into the 

world markets of goods and services as well in the world financial market from the end of 

the 1980s. The enlargement of the European Union brought additional incentives for the 

Eastern European countries to further integrate their national economies in both the 

european and global markets. Although all the countries from my sample are now 

members of the EU, it doesn’t mean that the process of their integration is at the end. 

There is little empirical analysis on the effect of trade and financial integration of 

the Eastern Europe countries on the economic growth of the domestic economies. The 

objective of this paper is to shed some light on the impact of the trade and financial 

integration of the Eastern Europe on the growth rate of GDP per capita.  

2. De Jure vs. De Facto measures of financial and trade 
openness. 

The analysis of financial and trade openness is based on two classes of indicators 

of the openness. The first one refers to the legal1 measures which reflect the restrictions 

or barriers imposed on the international trade volumes and flows/stocks of capital. The 

second group of indicators refers to the de facto measures of openness. They reflect the 

actual trade volumes, the capital flows between countries and the capital stocks of 

foreigners in the domestic economy or vice versa.  

                                                 
1 Legal (De Jure) measures of financial openness are mainly based on the information of capital control in 
the IMF’s Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions. 
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The former set of indicators reveals the official policy of the authorities from the 

home country regarding trade or financial integration. This class of measures reflects 

exogenous policy conditions. The latter set of indicators displays the actual level of trade 

and financial integration of the domestic economy and it is heavily influenced by the 

country’s specific features such as: size, production specialization, geographical 

conditions, etc. In this set of measures the indicators have a high degree of correlation 

between them. This fact makes them endogenous to the first moments of the economic 

growth. The de facto measures reflect the actual level of financial and trade integration of 

the domestic country in the world markets of goods, services and capital. 

The empirical studies which use measures of the de facto trade and financial 

integration tend to give more robust and significant results.  

3. Literature review. 
There is a growing empirical literature which is trying to shed light on the effect 

of financial and trade openness on the economic growth.  Most of the empirical analyses 

is unable to find a robust evidence in the support of the growth benefits of the 

globalization – the trade and financial ones. In the same time some of the researches have 

found a threshold, mainly related to the economic level of development. Only after the 

country has met the threshold conditions, can it reap the benefits of trade and financial 

integration.   

Some of the researches – Rodrik (1998), Bhagwati (1998), Stiglitz (2002) – see in 

the further financial globalization a primary obstacle to the stability of the world financial 

markets. Thus, they are calling for the control of capital flows and argue for the 

introduction of the barriers on the international trade, such as the “Tobin taxes”. Other 

authors consider that the financial integration helps the poor countries to develop, while 

bringing more stability among the industrial countries – Fischer (1998), Summers (2002).   

Even if the empirical literature is developing and highlights the positive robust 

effect of the financial and trade openness on the economic growth, there are many 

unanswered questions about how a country can reap these positive effects and how it 

should proceed in the progress toward a higher degree of liberalization in both the trade 

and financial aspect.  
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3.1 The financial openness and growth. 

The impact of financial integration on the economic growth became of interest for 

the researchers mainly beginning with the 1990s of the XX century. The Asian financial 

crisis from 1997-1998 revealed the international contamination of the macroeconomic 

instability from one country to another and the deregulation of the international capital 

flows. One of the lessons of that crisis is that in the presence of weak financial and fiscal 

institutions, the capital account liberalization can be followed by a balance-of-payment 

crises. Nevertheless, there is little evidence from the empirical works that the financial 

integration is responsible for the world financial crisis.  

Kose, Prasad, Rogoff and Wei (2006) suggest in their paper that the financial 

globalization brings benefits not only through the traditional channel but also through a 

set of “collateral benefits” (see figure below).  

The studies related to the impact of the financial globalization on growth use very 

different measures, data samples, year span and models. Quinn Dennis (1997) has found 

a significant positive effect of financial openness on the economic growth. Edison, Klein, 

Ricci and Sloek (2002) discovered a positive and statistically significant growth effect of 

financial integration too. Another conclusion made by them is that the countries from the 

East Asia have a more pronounced positive effect of the capital account liberalization 

than the rest of the world. 

  The other authors have not found a robust evidence of neither positive nor 

negative effects of the financial openness on growth. Grilli and Milesi-Ferretti (1995) 

have found the fact that capital controls and capital flow restrictions are associated with a 

higher rate of inflation and also a higher rate of seigniorage in the total taxes. In the same 

time they haven’t found any robust correlation between the capital account restrictions 

and the economic growth. Razin and Rubinstein (2004) have analyzed the impact of the 

financial liberalization through the perspective of exchange rate regimes. Their 

conclusion is that the countries with different exchange rate regimes experienced 

different growth rates. The other empirical analyses which are part of this group are: 

Kraay (1998), Rodrik (1998), O’Donnell (2001), Edison, Levine (2002). 
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Figure 1: Two views regarding the Impact of Financial Globalization on Developing Countries2. 
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Kose (2005) haven’t found a robust positive effect of the financial openness on 

the growth rate but he showed that an interaction between the financial integration and 

the growth volatility will turn the negative effect of the volatility into a positive one.   

Some of the researches have supposed a non-monotonic effect of the financial 

openness on the growth rate of GDP per capita, so they have tested the significance of the 

interactions term between the financial integration measures and other variables, as for 

example GDP per capita in level – Calderon, Loayza and Scmidt-Hebbel (2005). The 

main conclusion is that the external financial openness has a tendency to reduce the 

growth in the countries that are not industrialized – Klein and Olivei (2000), have a low 

income level – Edwards (2001) and have a high black market premium – Arteta (2001), 

while the effect on the countries with opposite features is inverse. Klein (2003) has 

                                                 
2 See M. Ayhan Kose, Eswar Prasad, Kenneth Rogoff, and Shang-Jin Wei (2006), “Financial Globalization: 
A Reappraisal”, IMF Working Paper, Research Department, page 5. 
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checked if the interaction term of the financial openness with the government quality and 

with the GDP per capita has a significant influence on the GDP growth rate. His 

conclusion was that a high financial integration only raises the growth rate in the middle-

income countries. 

Hence, the latest studies have robust results that confirm that the relationship 

between the financial integration and the growth rate is non-monotonic. At lower levels 

of development of the domestic economy, the financial openness lowers the growth rate 

while in the developed economies the financial integration induces an increase in the 

growth rate. The main reason for the negative impact of the financial globalization on the 

low income countries is that the financial integration in these countries is combined with 

a low-quality government, poor public institutions and an ineffective supervision of the 

financial institutions.   

3.2 The trade openness and growth. 

There is a large amount of empirical literature regarding the effect of the trade 

liberalization on the economic growth. As in the case of the financial openness, the 

empirical studies on the effects of the trade openness differ significantly in regards of 

analyzed variables, trade openness measures, control variables, data samples and 

econometric models.  

Some of the studies made in the ‘90s have found a significant positive effect of 

the trade liberalization on the economic growth: Dollar (1992), Ben-David (1993), Sachs 

and Warner (1995) Edwards (1998) Frankel and Romer (1999). Some of these researches 

have been criticized for possible biases in the estimated coefficients because of the 

endogeneity of the explanatory variables, the inclusion of the irrelevant control variables 

or inadequate data samples and econometric techniques.   

Rodrik (2004) emphasized that the trade openness is not robust to the inclusion of 

the institutional quality indicators. In the same year Bolaki and Freund (2004) got to the 

conclusion that trade openness doesn’t have a positive effect on the growth rate and 

doesn’t influence the level of GDP per capita in the case of highly regulated economies. 

Rigobon and Rodrik (2005) got to the conclusion that trade openness has a negative 
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effect on the income levels per capita. He used the quality of the institutions and the 

geography as control variables.   

In contrast, other recent studies reported a robust and significant effect of the 

trade openness on the growth rate such as: Wacziarg (2001), Irvin and Tervio (2002), 

Alcala and Ciccone (2004), Kose (2005). There is an interesting conclusion obtained by 

Dollar, Kraay (2002), Wacziarg and Welch (2003) which is represented by the fact that 

trade openness has a no robust effect on the growth rate in the cross-section estimation 

techniques but has a robust one in the case when the panel data models are used.  

Alesina (2005) has introduced in the analysis an interaction term between the 

trade openness and the country’s size and found out that trade openness has a large effect 

in the small countries but these effects become zero as the country’s size increases.  

Calderon, Loayza and Schmidt-Hebbel (2005) analyzed the effect of the trade and 

financial openness depending on the level of development of the economy. They used 

GDP per capita as a proxy of the level of development. They have found that the effect of 

the trade and financial openness on the economic growth is concave. 

Chang, Kaltani, and Loayza (2005) have found that the economic growth effect of 

trade liberalization is positive and robust but only in the case that the trade openness is 

going together with economic reforms.   

Aksoy (2006) used the within-country estimation and got to the conclusion that 

trade liberalization induces a significant growth of GDP per capita in the developing 

countries. Another conclusion of this author is that trade openness doesn’t change 

significantly the level of industrialization of an economy.   

 Therefore, the recent studies reached the conclusion that trade openness has a 

positive effect on the economic growth. 

4. Model specifications 
The investigation of economic growth and the factors that influence it has been 

the interest of the researches for a long period of time. The empirical researches of the 

first and the second moment of the economic growth have some problems with the 

estimation of the growth regressions. One of the main difficulties is that the right-hand-

side variables (regressors) are endogenous and measured with error. Another difficulty is 
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represented by the omitted variables. For example, one variable that should be included 

in the growth estimation model is the initial level of efficiency which is unobservable. 

This means that the least squares estimator is biased, because the omitted variable is 

correlated with at least one of the regressors, for example with the initial level of GDP 

per capita. The other cause of biases is that there are some indicators which present 

difficulty in measurement, for example: the political stability, the quality of 

macroeconomic policy, the financial depth, etc.  

Ideally the researches would like to use a model that allows the endogeneity of the 

regressors, the measurement error and omitted variables. In order to address these 

problems researches increasingly use a more sophisticated cross-section and time series 

methods. One of the most known methods is the dynamic model of the first–differenced 

equation estimated by the Generalized Method of Moments approach, developed by 

Arellano – Bond (1991). Nevertheless, this model has a serious problem in estimating the 

persistent time series and more attention is paid to an alternative approach for the panel 

data - “System” GMM.  

 Both the “Difference” GMM and “System” GMM estimators represent the 

broader historical trend in econometric practice toward estimators that make fewer 

assumptions about the data generating process and use more complex techniques in order 

to isolate useful information included in the available data sets.  

4.1 Instrumental variables and Efficient GMM. 

The basic assumption in the OLS estimation approach is that the regressors on the 

right-hand-side of the equation are orthogonal to the errors. The Two Stage Least Squares 

(2SLS) model distinguishes between regressors and instruments while allowing the two 

categories to overlap3. The 2SLS is implemented through the OLS model in two steps. In 

order to give an example we will take into consideration the following regression: 

εβ += 'xy  with the assumptions: [ ] 0=εzE  and [ ] 0=zE ε  

                                                 
3 The method of instrumental variables (IV) provides solution when some of the regressors are endogenous. 
IV has to satisfy two primary conditions:  

- Cov(z1,ε) = 0 and 
- Cov(z1,x1) ≠ 0 

Where x1 is endogenous regressor , z1 is instrument for x1 and ε is idiosyncratic error. (see Wooldridge, J. 
M., 2001, “Econometric Analysis of Cross Section and Panel Data” The MIT Press, pages 83-84) 
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where β is a column of coefficients, y and ε are the dependent variable and 

respectively the idiosyncratic error, x is a column of the k regressors and z is column of j 

instruments. x and z can have some common elements ,with the condition that j ≥ k. X, Y 

and Z are the matrices of N observations for x, y and z and define E = Y – Xβ. In case of 

a given estimator  (estimated, for example with the OLS regression), the empirical 

errors are: . In this moment there are no assumptions about the 

matrix of variance – covariance of the errors: 

∧

β

∧∧∧∧

−=⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡= βXYeeE N...1

[ ] Ω≡ZEEE ' . 

In the estimation process, the model with its instruments, that theoretically are 

orthogonal to the error term [ ] 0=εzE ,  is trying to force the corresponding vector of the 

empirical results [ ]
∧

= EZ
N

zEN
'1ε  to zero.  During this process the model creates a 

system with more equations than variables, if the instruments outnumber the parameters. 

In this case it is said that the model is over-identified. Since it is impossible to satisfy all 

the moments at once, the problem is to satisfy them as well as possible, that in the 

common sense means to minimize the vector [ ]εzEN . 

In the Generalized Method of Moments one defines that magnitude through a 

generalized metric based on a positive semi-definite quadratic form of matrix - A. Then 

the system which needs to be minimized looks like:  

[ ]
∧∧∧∧∧

=⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛== EZAZE

N
EZ

N
AEZ

N
NEZ

N
zE

A
AN

'
'

'
'

'' 1111ε  

In order to derive the implied GMM estimator ( ) the minimization problem 

has to be solved: 

A

∧

β

A
A EZ

∧∧

∧= 'minarg
β

β whose solution is determined by 0' =
∧

∧
A

EZ
d

d

β
. 

It is known that ( ) A
db
Abd

=  and Ab
db

Abbd '
'

2)(
= , where b is a column vector and 

A is a symmetric matrix.  

 The minimization problem can be resolved by: 
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( ) )(210 ''
'
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dEZ
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−=
⎟
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⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
===

∧

∧

∧

∧∧

∧∧

∧
∧

∧

∧

∧

β

β

ββ
 

The factor 2/N is dropped and the estimator of β is:  

XZAZYXZAZXXZAZXXZAZYXZAZXYXZAZE AAA
'''''''''''

'

)(0 =⇒−=−==
∧∧∧∧

βββ
 

and the final result of β estimator is:  

'''1'' )( YZAZXXZAZX −
∧

=β  

This is the GMM estimator introduced by Hansen A. (1982) who demonstrated 

that the GMM estimator is consistent, meaning that it converges in probability to β as the 

sample size goes to the infinity. But this estimator has a problem in the sense that it is not 

generally unbiased. The bias of the estimator is:  

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) EZAZXXZAZX

EZAZXXZAZXXZAZXXZAZX

EXZAZXXZAZXA

''1''

''1''''1''

''1''

−

−−

−∧

=

−+=

−+=−

ββ

ββββ

 

It can be observed that each choice of A implies a different linear consistent 

estimator of β. The logical question is which A should researches choose?  In order to get 

an efficient GMM estimator A must represent weight moments in inverse proportion to 

their variances and co-variances matrix of moments (Ω), which means: 

 

[ ] [ ]( ) ( ) 1'1'1' −−−
Ω=== ZZZZEVarZEZVarAEGMM

4

 

Substituting this choice of A into the formula for efficient GMM, we have: 

( )( ) ( ) YZZZZXXZZZZXEGMM
'1''

1
'1'' −−−∧

ΩΩβ  

Till now the efficient GMM is not feasible because Ω is unknown.  

                                                 
4 EGMM is the abbreviation from “efficient GMM”. 
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4.2 Feasible GMM 

To get a feasible GMM estimation of the expression, ZZ Ω'  is needed. In the case 

that it is assumed that errors are homoskedastic, the EGMM is the same with 2SLS 

estimator and it looks like:   

( )( ) ( ) YZZZZXXZZZZXSLS
'1''

1
'1''

2
−−−∧

=β ; where Ω is the form of σ2I.  

If more complex patterns of variance in the error are suspected, we should use 

other types of estimators for the standard errors. The 
∧

Ω  matrix can be estimated based on 

the formula that itself is not asymptotically convergent to the Ω, but which has the 

advantage that ZZ
N

∧

Ω'1  is a consistent estimator of ZZ
N

Ω'1 .  

If we believe that there is heteroskedasticity in the errors between cross sections, 

then, using the consistent estimates of the residuals
∧

E , 
∧

Ω  can be defined as:  

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

=Ω

∧

∧

∧

∧

2

2

2

2

1

000

....
0.0

0.0

Ne

e

e

 

Similarly, if we suppose that there are arbitrary patterns of covariance within 

individuals with a “clustered”  , then the block diagonal matrix has the form:  
∧

Ω

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡

==Ω

∧∧∧∧∧
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Tiiiii

iii

eeeee

eeeee

eeeee

EE  

where is the vector of residuals for cross section i, and T is a number of 

observations per cross section. 

iE
∧

In the equation above,  is derived from an initial consistent estimator of β. The 

usual practice to derive the initial consistent estimators of β is to choose A = (Z

∧

e
’HZ)-1, 
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where H is an estimator of Ω based on a minimal arbitrary assumption about the error, for 

example homoskedasticity.  

Hence, to obtain an efficient and feasible GMM estimator, the initial GMM 

regressor is performed, where Ω is replaced by an arbitrarily chosen H (one step GMM), 

to obtain the residuals from this estimation. Then these residuals are used to construct a 

proxy for the matrix of variance-covariance, which is noted . After that we return to 

the GMM estimation and set . This two-step estimator ( ) is 

asymptotically efficient and robust to whatever patterns of heteroskedasticity and cross-

correlation of the errors. In conclusion, it can be written: 

1β

∧

Ω

1
'

1

−∧

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ Ω= ZZA β 2

∧

β

( )( ) ( )

YZZZZXXZZZZX

YZHZZZXXZHZZZX

EFGMM
'

1
''

1

'
1

''
2

'1''
1

'1''
1

11

−∧
−−∧∧∧

−−−∧

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ Ω⎟

⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ Ω==

=

ββββ

β
 

Therefore, researchers often report one step results for small samples because of 

the downward bias in the calculated standard errors in the two-step approach. Windmeijer 

(2005) demonstrated that the two-step GMM is a good estimator for the infeasible GMM 

estimator where the true value of the parameters is used to deduce the Ω matrix. 

In the case of small samples, the two-step GMM estimator is biased due to the 

fact that the asymptotic standard errors, which are calculated using the estimator from 

the first step, don’t take into account the variation of the small samples. 

1

∧

β

4.3 The Dynamic Panel data models: The “Difference” and 

“System” GMM 

In this empirical analysis we use the dynamic panel data models developed by 

Arellano – Bond (1991) - “Difference” GMM, and Arellano – Bover (1995)/Blundell – 

Bond (1998) - “System” GMM, which are becoming increasingly popular.  

These models are extremely useful in the following situations:   

1) There are few time periods and many individuals.  
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2) There is a linear functional relationship between the dependent variable 

and its regressors.  

3)  The single left side variable (dependent variable) is dynamic so its current 

realizations depend on its own past realizations. 

4) The regressors are correlated with the past and possible current 

realizations of the error, meaning that the independent variables are not strictly 

exogenous. 

5) There is heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation within individuals, but not 

across them - the idiosyncratic errors are uncorrelated across individuals.  

6) There may be an arbitrarily distributed fixed effect for each set of cross 

sections. This argues against cross section regressions, which are unable to take 

into account a fixed effect and in the favor of panel data models.  

7) Some regressors may be predetermined but not strictly exogenous. 

8) The available set of instrumental variables is called the “internal” set of 

instruments – based on lags of instrumented variables and lags of differences of 

the instrumented variables5. 

The Arellano – Bond model transforms all the regressors by using the first 

difference and then uses the Generalized Method of Moments developed by Hansen 

(1982).  A similar estimator was originally developed by Holtz-Eakin, Newey and Rosen 

(1988). They demonstrated that it is inappropriate to apply standard techniques for 

estimating vector autoregressions for short panel data set with ten – twelve years of 

observations for each unit and with possible individual heteroskedasticity. The authors 

Casseli, Esquivel and Lefort (1996) are one of the researches who used the Generalized 

Method of Moments to estimate a cross-country gross regression, in order to eliminate 

the problem related to the correlated individual effects and the endogeneity of the 

explanatory variables.  

The basic idea of the Arellano – Bond approach is to write the regression equation 

as a dynamic one, in the sense that the lagged dependent variable will appear on the right-

hand-side of the equation. The first step of the “Difference” GMM is to difference the 

equation within each cross section in order to remove the time invariant country specific 

                                                 
5 It is worth noting that the model permits to use external instruments too.  
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effect and then to instrument the right-hand-side variables in the first differenced 

equation using the levels of the series lagged two periods or more.  

This model has some advantages such as: estimates are not biased by any omitted 

variables that are constant over the time, there is no more the problem rose by unobserved 

indicators and the instrumental variables permit to estimate parameters consistently even 

in the presence of a measurement error and endogeniety of regressors.    

But even the “Difference” GMM method may have a serious drawback. It is 

known that a large finite sample biases can occur when instrumental variables are weak. 

When time series are persistent and the number of the time series observations is small, 

the first differenced GMM estimator performs poorly. The reason is that the lagged levels 

of variables are weak instruments for the first differenced equation.  

Generally the growth of the output is highly persistent. In order to avoid modeling 

cyclical dynamic and because of the absence of the long data, most of the models use a 

small number of time periods.   

Better results can be achieved using the “System” GMM estimator developed by 

the authors Arellano, Bover, Blundell and Bond. The Arellano – Bover / Blundell – Bond 

model improves the Arellano – Bond estimator by making an additional assumption, that 

the first differences of the instrumented variables are uncorrelated with the fixed effect. 

This approach permits to introduce more instruments and can noticeably improve the 

efficiency of the model. This model is known as the “System” GMM and uses two 

equations – the original one (in levels) and a transformed one (in differences). 

The “System” GMM estimator can also be biased in some circumstances. 

Kazuhiko Hayakawa (2005) has demonstrated that the biasness of the System GMM is a 

weighted sum of biasness in an opposite direction of the first differencing and the level 

estimators. It was demonstrated through the Monte-Carlo simulations, that the “System” 

GMM has the smallest biasness, when the variances of the fixed individual effect and of 

the idiosyncratic error have the same magnitude and when the coefficient of 

autocorrelation – α is around 0.3 or 0.4.  

We will now considered the AR(1) model with unobserved individual specific 

effect and without any additional regressors: 

1;,1,, <=++= − αεηα whereyy tiititi  
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where i = 1, …, N and t = 2, …, T and ηi +εi,t = ui,t has a standard error component 

structure: 

0,, === ititii EEE ηεεη , for i = 1,…,N and t = 1,…T. 

The other assumption is that the errors εi,t are serially uncorrelated, thus: 

[ ] 0,, =sitiE εε , for i = 1,…,N and t ≠ s. 

All these assumptions imply the following m = 0.5(T-1)(T-2) moment 

restrictions: 

[ ] 0,, =Δ− tistiyE ε , for t = 3,…T and s ≥ 2. 

If the matrix of instruments – Z – is introduced, the moment restrictions can be 

written as [ ] 0' =Δ iiZE ε  , where Zi  is (T-2) * m matrix given by:  
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Tii
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i

yy

yy
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Z  

and iεΔ  is the (T-2) vector ( )',...,, ,4,3, tiii εεε ΔΔΔ  

These moment restrictions implied by the standard linear “Difference” GMM 

estimator imply using lagged levels, dated t – 2 and earlier, as instruments for equation in 

first difference.  

The efficiency of the instruments in Arellano – Bond model depends greatly on 

the level of correlation between lagged levels of initial series and the first differences of 

the series of panel data. If the lagged levels of the series are weakly correlated with the 

subsequent first differences, then the available instruments for the difference equation are 

weak, thus the estimated coefficients tend to be biased. In an autoregressive model this 

happens when the autoregressive parameter (α) tends to unity or when the variance of the 

individual effect –ηi,t – increases  relative to the variance of the error – εi,t.  

Blundell and Bond (1998) show that the “Difference” GMM estimator can be a 

subject to a large downward bias, especially when the number of time periods available is 
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small6. In the empirical analysis an approach used to detect, whether coefficients 

estimated using the “Difference” GMM method are biased, is to compare the first-

difference GMM results with alternative estimates of the coefficients7. The first model 

we should compare results with, is the simple OLS estimator. In the econometric 

literature it is emphasized that the OLS estimates coefficients are upward biased for the 

autoregressive process in the presence of the individual specific effect (Hsiao, 19868). In 

the same time Nickell (1981) demonstrated that the Within Groups approach will 

estimate coefficients seriously downward biased in case of panel data with fixed cross-

section effect. Therefore, if the Difference GMM estimators are close to the OLS or 

Within – Group estimators then the coefficients estimated by the first difference GMM 

model are biased upward or downward.  

Blundell and Bond (1998) suggest to be cautious before relying on the estimators 

of the “Difference” GMM, especially in the case of heavily autoregressive data series like 

GDP per capita.   

One of the possible solutions to improve the model is to include explanatory 

variables, other than the lagged dependent variable, as for example the inclusion of the 

current and lagged values of the regressors in the set of instruments.   

In the willingness to obtain one estimator with superior sample proprieties for the 

autoregressive model with persistent panel data, Blundell and Bond (1998) consider the 

additional assumption that:   

[ ] 02, =Δ ii yEη  for i = 1,…, N 

This condition holds true if the yi,t series are stationary and yields an additional set 

of assumptions to the linear moment conditions from the “Difference” GMM:   

( ) 01,, =Δ −titi yE ε , for i = 1,…,N and t = 3,…,T. 

This procedure allows the use of the lagged first differences of the series as the 

instruments for equations in level, suggestion made by Arellano and Bover (1995).  

                                                 
6 For example, when T = 4, N = 100 and the true value of α = 0.9, the mean of the distribution of the 
Difference GMM is 0.23, with a standard deviation of 0.83. See Blundell, Bond 1998.  
7 For example: Bond, S., Hoeffler, A. and Temple. J. (2001), “GMM Estimation of Empirical Growth 
Models”.  
8 Hsiao, C. (1986) “Analysis of Panel Data”. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.  
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Now we can construct the GMM estimator which exploits the both sets of 

moment restrictions: [ ] 0,, =Δ− tistiyE ε  and ( ) 01,, =Δ −titi yE ε .  

The matrix of the instruments is:  

⎥
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⎥
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where Zi is the matrix of instrumental variables form the first difference equation.  

Therefore, the complete set of conditions can be written as: 

( ) 0=++
iiZE ε , where ( )TiiTiii ,3,,3, ,...,,,..., εεεεε ΔΔ=+ . 

The “System” GMM combines the standard set of equations in first differences 

with suitably lagged levels as instruments and additional equations in level with suitably 

lagged first differences as instruments.   

Although the initial model, which needs to be estimated, implies the correlation 

between yi,t and the individual specific effect – ηi, the final set of assumptions requires 

that the first differences of the dependent variable - ∆yi,t  are not correlated with ηi, 

permitting lagged first differences to be used as instruments for equation in level.  

The validity of these additional instruments can be tested using the Sargan test of 

over-identifying restrictions or the Hausman comparison between the “Difference” GMM 

and “System” GMM results. Blundell, Bond and Windmeijer (2000) bring some 

additional improvement to the “System” GMM model.  

Another method-of-moment type estimator that may also perform better than the 

first difference GMM is the symmetrically normalized first-difference GMM estimator 

proposed by Alonso-Borrego and Arellano (1999).  

 

Temporary error measurement  

One of the assumptions made till now is that yit or any other regressor can be 

exactly measured, but this case is rare in the empirical studies. How can the “Difference” 

and “System” GMM handle transitory measurement error? First of all it must be pointed 
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out that permanent additive measurement errors are absorbed into the time invariant 

individual effect, thus this type of permanent measurement error is controlled.  

Suppose that instead of observing the true value of the yi,t series we will observe 

, for i = 1,…,N and t = 1,…,T with the assumption that the measurement 

errors are serially uncorrelated: 

tititi myy ,,, +=
≈

[ ] 0,, =siti mmE for i = 1,…,N and t ≠ s. In the same time it 

is supposed that the measurement error is uncorrelated with any realization of the 

disturbance except the current disturbance εi,t: [ ] 0,, =sitimE ε  for i = 1,…,N and t ≠ s. 

Therefore, the empirical model using the available data is:  

tiititi vyy ,,, ++=
≈≈

ηα    where 1<α  

1,,,, −−+= titititi mmv αε , 

with i = 1,…,N and t = 2,…,T. The first difference equation is:  

tititi vyy ,,, Δ+Δ=Δ
≈≈

α  where 1<α  

1,,,, −Δ−Δ+Δ=Δ titititi mmv αε  

with i = 1,…,N and t = 3,…,T. 

In the level equation from above the error term vi,t is serially correlated, thus the 

second lag of the observed series  is a no more valid instrument for the first 

differenced equation. If we don’t introduce further assumptions, this implies that no 

instruments are available for the differenced equation in period t = 3. Thus, at least four 

time series observations on miss-measured series are required in order to identify the 

parameters of the interest.  In the case we have T ≥ 4, the following moment conditions 

are available.   

2, −

≈

tiy

0,, =⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ Δ−

≈

tisti vyE , where t = 4,…,T and s  ≥ 3. 

This implies using the lagged levels of observed data in t-3 and earlier as 

instrumental variables for the equation in the first difference.  

Assuming that [ ]02, =Δ ii yEη , for i = 1,…,N, additional moment conditions for the 

level equation would be available in the absence of the measurement error. The serial 
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correlation in vi,t implies that  is no longer a valid instrument for the equations in 

level. Nevertheless, knowing that measurement error m

1, −

≈

Δ tiy

i,t induces no correlation between 

observed first differences  and the individual effect ηtiy ,

≈

Δ i,  it is observable that:   

[ ]0, =Δ tii mEη , for i = 1,…,N and t = 2,…, T. 

Thus the following moment conditions are available:  

( ) 0,2, =⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ +Δ −

≈

tiiti vyE η  for i = 1,…,N and t = 4,…,T. 

It can be concluded that suitably lagged first-differences of the observed series 

can still be used as instruments for the level equations in the presence of the serial 

uncorrelated measurement error.     

 

Endogenous regressors.  

 We will now consider an equation with additional variables on the right-hand-

side of the equation:  

tiitititi xyy ,
'

,1,, εηβα +++= −           1<α  

 

for i = 1,…,N and t = 2,…,T, and where xi,t is correlated with ηi in the sense that  

( ) 0,, ≠sitixE ε  for i = 1,…,N and s ≤ t. The above expression allows contemporaneous 

correlation between the current shock εi,t and xi,t and feedbacks from the past shocks εi,t-s 

onto the current value of xi,t. The error’s components satisfy the assumptions:   

[ ] [ ] [ ] 0,, === tiitii EEE εηεη  

The above equation can be rewritten as:  

titititi i
xyy ,,1,, )1( εηβα +++−=Δ −  

In order to eliminate the individual constant effect ηi, the first difference of the 

level equation must be done. In this case another additional moment conditions appear:   

[ ] 0,, =Δ− tistixE ε ,   with t = 3,…,T and s ≥ 2 

Therefore the lagged values of endogenous variables xi,t dated t-2 can be used as 

instruments for the first differenced equation. 
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Similarly to the assumption [ ] 02, =Δ ii yEη   for i = 1,…,N it is assumed that 

[ ] 0, =Δ tii xEη , where i = 1,…,N and t = 2, …,T. In this case the following set of 

conditions is introduced:   

( ) 0,1, =Δ − titixE ε  for i = 1,…,N and t = 3, …,T 

The measurement error in the observed xi,t series has no effect on the estimation 

of the model. Since we are already allowing for simultaneous correlation between xi,t and 

the disturbance, the lagged values of the observed right and left hand-side series (xi,t and 

yi,t) dated t-2 and earlier continue to be valid instruments for the first differenced 

equation.  

In conclusion, if the model contains variables which are measured with error this 

will require t-2 values of the variables in level to be omitted from the set of the 

instruments used for the equation in the first differences. At the same time, the lagged t-1 

first-differences of the variables have to be omitted from the set of the instruments for the 

equations in levels.   

4.4 Tests of Specification 

Sargan test 

The first test used in the dynamic panel data model is a Sargan test which tests the 

joint validity of the moment conditions. The Sargan statistic of the over-identification is:  

∧
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where  are estimated residuals from the two-stage GMM 

estimator. The null hypothesis of Sargan test is that 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛≡

∧∧∧

',...,'1 Nεεε

[ ] 0' =iiZE ε . Under the null 

assumption, the asymptotic distribution of the test is χ2
j-k, where j is a number of 

instruments and k is a number of regressors from the equation9.  

Arellano-Bond autocorrelation test. 

The second specification test I use in my analysis is the Arellano-Bond test. This 

checks the second order auto-correlation of the residuals in the first difference. If the 

                                                 
9 j-k is called the degrees of over-identification.  
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matrix of errors is E then E-l represents the l lag of the E with zero, when t ≤ l.  The 

Arellano-Bond auto-correlation test is based on the following statistics:  

i

N

i

l
i EE

N
ab

∧

=

∧
−∑=

1

1  

which has an asymptotically normal distribution and null hypothesis of no serial 

correlation of order l.  

 In conclusion, the considerable strength of the “Difference” and “System” GMM 

is that they permit to obtain consistent estimators of the parameters of interest, even in the 

presence of the endogenous right-hand-side variables and the measurement errors in the 

both dependent and right-hand-side variables.   

Different assumptions about the presence of the measurement error and the 

endogeneity of the right-hand-side variables have a major impact on the validity of the 

specific instruments. These assumptions can be tested in the GMM framework with the 

Sargan test of over-identifying restrictions.    

5. Empirical Analysis 

5.1 Preliminary analysis. 

The empirical analysis is focused on the economic growth, trade and financial 

openness of the countries from the Eastern Europe. In all cases the dependent variable is 

the annual GDP per capita growth rate. 

The first purpose of our study is to investigate if there is a relationship between 

trade and financial openness and economic growth. Another intention is to investigate if 

the impact of trade and financial globalization is non-linear and depends on the level of 

development of the national economy. This is done through the examination of the effect 

of the trade and financial openness depending on the level of GDP per capita which 

represents the proxy of the country’s development level. 

We work with a pooled dataset of cross-country and time-series observations. My 

panel data set consists of 9 countries from the Eastern Europe: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, 

Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Slovenia. All these countries 

are new member states of the European Union. Romania and Bulgaria joined the EU on 
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the first January 2007 while the rest of the countries joined the EU on the first May 2004.  

The time series dimension is 10 years, from 1996 till 2005. The sources of data are: 

AMECO10 and IFS11 databases. The table below presents the full definition and sources 

of all the variables used in our analysis.  
Table 1: Definitions of the variables. 

Variable Definition and construction of 
the variable 

Source of the data Abbreviatio
n  

GDP per capita Log of the ratio of the total GDP 
to total population.  

AMECO database GDP_PC_Lev
el 

GDP per capita 
growth rate 

Log differences of the GDP per 
capita.  

My calculations using data from the 
AMECO database 

GDP_PC_Gr 

Financial depth  Log of the ratio of the domestic 
credit claims to GDP   

My calculations with data from the 
IFS. 

Fin_Depth 

CPI  Consumer Price Index at the end 
of the year (2000 = 100) 

IFS statistics for each country.  

Lack of price 
stability. 

Log  of the expression ( 1+ log of 
the differences of the CPI) 

My calculations with data from IFS.  Price_stab 

Trade Openness Log of the ratio export + imports 
to GDP. All figures are current 
market prices. 

My calculations with data from the 
AMECO database 

TO 

Financial Openness Log of the ratio of the absolute 
value of Direct investment abroad 
+ Direct investments in national 
economy to GDP.  

My calculations using data from the 
IFS statistics.  

FO 

Government Burden  Log of the ratio of the 
government consumption 
expenditures to GDP  

My calculations using dataset from 
the IFS. 

Gov_Burden 

Term of Trade Term of trade of goods and 
services index. 

The AMECO database  

Term of Trade 
changes  

Log differences of ToT My calculations using dataset from 
the AMECO database. 

ToT 

Foreign growth  Log differences of the GDP per 
capita of the EU 15 countries.  

My calculations using dataset from 
the AMECO database. 

EU_15_GDP_
Gr 

Transfers The ratio of the net current 
transfers from the rest of the 
world to GDP.   

My calculations using dataset from 
the AMECO database.  

transf 

Interaction between 
TO and country’s 
development level 1 

The logarithm of TO multiplied 
with the logarithm of GDP per 
capita in level  

My calculations using the data from 
above. 

TO_GDP_PC
_Level 

Interaction between 
TO and the 
country’s 
development level 2 

The logarithm of TO multiplied 
with squared logarithm of GDP 
per capita in level 

My calculations using data from 
above. 

TO_GDP_PC
_Level_2 

Interaction between 
FO and country’s 
development level 1 

The logarithm of FO multiplied 
with logarithm of GDP per capita 
in level 

My calculations using data from 
above. 

FO_GDP_PC
_Level 

Interaction between 
FO and country’s 
development level 2 

The logarithm of FO multiplied 
with squared logarithm of GDP 
per capita in level 

My calculations using data from 
above. 

FO_GDP_PC
_Level_2 

 

                                                 
10 AMECO is annual macro-economic database of the European Commission’s Directorate General for 
Economic and Financial Affairs (DG – ECFIN)  
11 International Financial Statistics (IFS) is a database of The Statistics Department of the International 
Monetary Fund 
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First of all, we should look at the evolution of the GDP per capita growth rate and 

of the countries’ development level represented by the logarithm of the GDP per capita in 

level in the analyzed period.  
Graph 1: The evolution of the GDP per capita in level. 
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It can be observed that the GDP per capita has been growing in all the countries 

through the whole period excepting Romania, where the economic growth has begun in 

1999. The most developed countries from our sample are the Czech Republic and 

Slovenia with the highest GDP per capita level. The average GDP per capita level is 

13.699 EUR (1996 – 2005) in the Czech Republic and 14.853 EUR in the case of 

Slovenia. The countries which became EU members on 1st January 2007 (Bulgaria and 

Romania) have almost the same level of the GDP per capita, while remaining the poorest 

countries from our sample.  

 
Graph 2: The Evolution of the GDP per capita growth rate. 
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The pattern of the growth rate of GDP per capita differs significantly among the 

states from our sample. The Balkan states, Bulgaria and Romania, especially Romania, 

have known an important increase of the growth rate since 1998 – 1999. The more 

developed countries, like Slovenia, Czech Republic and Hungary have nearly the same 

growth rate during the whole time span. The negative impact of the financial crisis from 

1997-1998 is evident from the graph, especially in the case of Romania, hardly escaped 

from default. The both Balkan countries started to have a positive trend of the GDP per 

capita after 1999. In the same time they have the most volatile growth rate.  

 

The overview of the trade and financial openness is presented below.  
Graph 3: The evolution of the trade openness in the Eastern Europe. 
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As we can notice in the graph from above, the Trade Openness (TO) has 

increased in all the countries from our sample between 1996 – 2005. Some countries like 

the Czech Republic, Estonia, Slovenia and Hungary are more integrated in the world’s 

markets of goods and services. There is a big difference between the two Balkan states: 

Bulgaria is more involved in the trade globalization while Romania remains less 

integrated in the world’s market of goods and services. In the case of Romania there has 

been an upward trend beginning with 1999. The biggest country in Eastern Europe – 

Poland remains marginally integrated in the world’s market of goods and services if it is 

compared with the other countries from this region like Hungary or Czech Republic.  
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Graph 4: The evolution of the financial openness in the Eastern Europe. 
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In the case of the Financial Openness (FO) there are big differences between the 

countries in the region. Thus, there are three countries (Czech Republic, Slovenia and 

Hungary) which are much more integrated in the world’s financial market than the rest of 

the six countries from our sample. The evolution of the FO in the analyzed time span 

differs from country to country. Thus, the biggest states from the region, Poland and 

Romania, had nearly a constant level of FO between 1998 – 2003 but it has increased 

beginning with 2003, mainly due to the Foreign Direct Investments in these countries. 

Between the two Balkan states, Bulgaria has a higher level of financial openness than 

Romania.  

If we compare the financial integration with the trade openness, the financial 

openness has not an evident upward trend in all the nine countries at the end of the XXth 

century and the beginning of the XXIst century. The financial integration has started to 

increase in the majority of the countries from the sample only at the beginning of 2002 or 

2003.  

In our analysis we use the estimation method which is suited for panel data, deals 

with dynamic regression specifications, controls for unobserved time- and country-

specific effect, accounts for some endogeneity and measurement error in the regressors.  

The base models I use are the two Dynamic Generalized Methods of Moments: 

 The first one is the Arellano-Bond model (1991), which was named by 

researchers the “Difference” GMM.  
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 The second one is the model developed by Arellano and Bover (1995) which 

was further developed by Blundell and Bond in 1999. Researches call it the “System” 

GMM12.   

 

We will use for estimation and tests the Stata 9.1 and Eviews 5 softwares.   

The general regression to be estimated is:  

tiittiti Xy ,,
'

, εημβ +++=  

where the subscript i represents the country and t represents years. y is the GDP 

per capita growth rate which is the dependent variable. X is the set of time- and country- 

explanatory variables which includes a lagged dependent variable, proxies of trade and 

financial openness, control variables and interaction terms. tμ is an unobserved time 

specific effect, iη  is an unobserved country specific effect and is the idiosyncratic 

error.  

ti ,ε

We will deal with the unobserved time specific effect by including the period’s 

specific dummy variables as instruments into the regression for all the estimators. To deal 

with the unobserved country specific effect is not that simple given the possibility that the 

model is dynamic and contains endogenous explanatory variables. Therefore, the 

unobserved country specific effect is controlled by differencing and instrumentation. 

Thus we will relax the assumption of a strong exogeneity of the regressors by allowing 

them to be correlated with the current and previous realizations of the error term. The 

other two assumptions are that the changes in the explanatory variables are uncorrelated 

with the unobserved country’s specific effect and the future realizations of the error term 

are not correlated with the current realization of the explanatory variables.   

Arellano-Bond (1991), Arellano-Bover (1995) and Blundell-Bover (1998) show 

that this set of assumptions generates moment conditions which allow the estimation of 

the parameters of interest. The instruments corresponding to these moment conditions are 

appropriately lagged values of both levels and differences of the explanatory and lagged 

                                                 
12 For System GMM estimator I use Stata “xtabond2” command written by David Roodman. See Roodman, 
D. (2006), “How to do xtabond2: An introduction to “Difference” and “System” GMM in Stata”, Center for 
Global Development, working paper 103. 
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dependent variable. Since the moment conditions over-identify the regression model in a 

typical way, they also allow for a specification testing through the Sargan test.  

When Blundell and Bond proposed the “System” GMM estimator in 1998, they 

imposed restrictions on the initial condition – yi,t in sense that they considered only a 

stationary model with an auto-regressive coefficient α < 113. We have checked the 

stationarity of the GDP per capita growth rate. For this we have used Levin, Lin & Chu  

and Im, Pesaran & Shin statistics.  All the statistics reject null hypothesis of the presence 

of the individual and common unit root (see Appendix A). In the same time we have 

checked the stationarity of all the other variables. 

It is known that the estimator can be seriously biased if the instrumental variables 

are weak. This happens especially when the dependent variable is highly persistent and 

the number of time series’ observation is small. The GDP per capita growth rate is 

stationary as we showed above and we will now check its persistency. From the 

correlograms in the Appendix A it can be deduced that both the time series of GDP per 

capita growth rate and the first difference of the GDP per capita growth rate are auto-

correlated. In both cases the hypothesis zero of the Ljung-Box Q-statistics for auto-

correlation term of order 1 is rejected with a 5% level of confidence14. Thus, we can infer 

that the growth rate is persistent.  

It is highlighted in the literature that the “System” GMM, which uses both the 

“Difference” and the “Level” GMM, is less biased than the “Difference” GMM even if 

the “System” GMM uses more instruments than the rest of the estimators. Despite of this, 

there are two conditions for the “System” GMM to be less biased than the “Difference” 

GMM model. The first condition is that the variances of the individual effect and the 

error term should be nearly at the same magnitude. The “System” GMM estimators are 

biased if the variance of the individual effect is much larger or smaller than the variance 

of the error.  The second condition refers to the coefficient of the lagged dependent 

variable – α. Hayakawa (2005) deduced, using Monte-Carlo simulations, that the small 

                                                 
13 Binder, Hsiao and Pesaran (2000) have extended Blundell – Bond (1998) model in case yi,t has a unit 
root.   
14 Hypothesis zero of Q statistics for lag l of Ljung-Box test is that there is no autocorrelation up to order l.  
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sample bias is less significant if α < 0.5 and the bias is around zero if α is about 0.3 or 

0.415.  

In order to check the α coefficient, I have estimated the regression:  

tii ,1-ti,ti, GDP_PC_Gr GDP_PC_Gr εηα ++=  

using the OLS and the “Difference” GMM methods (Appendix B). The 

coefficient – α – is 0.32 in the case of OLS estimator and 0.3 in the case of “Difference” 

GMM estimator. The coefficient for the autoregressive term of the GDP per capita 

growth rate is near the value of 0.3, thus, based on the conclusions emphasized by 

Hayakawa, we expect that the bias of the “System” GMM will be less than the bias of the 

“Difference” and “Level” GMM regressions taken separately.  

5.2 The Economic growth regressions. 

It is a standard in the literature that the dependent variable is the GDP per capita 

growth rate. We have introduced in the model the control variables: GDP per capita in 

level as a proxy of the country’s level of development, the ratio of the domestic credits to 

the GDP as a proxy of financial depth, the inflation rate to account for monetary 

discipline, the rate of the government consumption expenditures to the GDP as a proxy of 

the government’s weight in economy. The economic literature also emphasizes the 

importance of the remittances of the citizens from the Eastern Europe who work abroad 

and the impact of these remittances on the economic growth. Thus, in order to evaluate 

the impact of the remittances on the economic growth I have included as an additional 

control variable the log ratio between transfers from abroad into the domestic economy 

and the GDP.  

The most important regressors for our analysis are the financial and trade 

openness. 

I will compare my results with the results of the authors: Calderon, C.,  Loayza, N 

and Schmidt-Hebbel, K. (CLS) from their paper “Does Openness Imply Greater 

Exposure” (2005). This comparison is relevant because the authors highlighted above 

have used the same econometric technique and nearly the same set of control variables.  
                                                 
15 See Kazuhiko Hayakawa (2005), “Small Sample Bias Properties of the System GMM Estimator in 
Dynamic Panel Data Models”, Hitotsubashi University, Research Unit for Statistical Analysis in Social 
Sciences, Paper No. 82, page 9 
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5.2.1 The linear effects of the trade and financial openness. 
In order to measure the effect of the commercial and financial integration on the 

economic growth we estimate the regression:  

tiiti
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ToT
FOTO

,ti,9,8
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ti,2ti,11-ti,ti,

GrEU_15_GDP_
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++++
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All the variables in the above equation are in logarithm.  

The one- and two-step estimators are asymptotically equivalent for the 

“Difference” and “System” GMM models in the case that the heteroskedasticity is 

present in the errors. Thus, the two step estimators are more efficient than the one-step. 

But the Monte-Carlo simulations revealed that the efficiency gains of the two-step GMM 

are small and another disadvantage of the two-step GMM is that the estimators converge 

to their asymptotic distributions in a relatively slow way. Thus in the case of a finite 

sample, the standard errors associated with the two-step GMM estimators are seriously 

biased and unreliable for any conclusions. Based on this I use the one-step “Difference” 

and “System” GMM estimators which are more reliable in the case of finite samples and 

are also robust to heteroskedasticity16.        

Initially I will try to estimate the equation from above using the “Difference” 

GMM model. The additional assumptions to the standard ones are: all reported statistics 

take into account the fact that our panel data is small17, we have 10 additional 

instruments which represent dummy variables for 10 years.  

The estimated coefficients using the “Difference” GMM model together with the 

Sargan and Arellano-Bond auto-correlation tests are:  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
16 See Bond, S., Hoeffler, A. and Temple, J. (2001) “GMM estimation of Empirical Growth Models”. 
17 A small sample correction to the covariance matrix means that the resulted statistics are t tests for each 
coefficient instead of z tests statistics and an F statistics instead of  the Wald χ2 test for overall fit.  
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Figure 2: The “Difference” GMM estimator of the linear effects of trade and financial openness. 

 
 
As we can notice, the hypothesis zero from the Arellano-Bond test for auto-

correlation of the residuals of order 2 is accepted. There isn’t an autocorrelation of 

second order in the errors. The hypothesis which is being tested with the Sargan test is 

that the instrumental variables are uncorrelated to the set of residuals, and therefore they 

are acceptable, “healthy” instruments. In our case the instrumental variables are accepted 

as being “healthy” with the P value of the Sargan test of 30.06%. In fact the Sargan test 

checks the viability of the moment conditions in the “Difference” GMM model.  

Nevertheless, there are some problems with a part of the estimated coefficients. 

For example, the coefficients of the government’s burden, transfers, FO, and foreign 

growth rate are zero from the statistical point of view. We will try to use a more advanced 

method which can better estimate the coefficients. We are especially interested in the 

coefficient of the financial integration’s indicator, which cannot be estimated through the 

“Difference” GMM estimator. One of the possible solutions is to find some additional 

instruments from outside of the model in order to get statistical significant coefficients. 

But this is quite difficult and more data series are needed. The additional data series have 

to satisfy the conditions imposed to the instrumental variables, such as: the instrumental 
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variable has to be correlated with the explanatory variable and in the same time, the 

correlation between the instrumental variable and the idiosyncratic error has to be zero.  

The “Difference” GMM has some disadvantages, which are discussed in the 

previous chapter and which can be resolved with the “System” GMM model. The 

assumptions used in the case of the “System” GMM are the same as those from the 

“Difference” GMM discussed above. The estimators of the “System” GMM are:  

Figure 3:  The “System” GMM estimator of the linear effects of trade and financial openness. 

 
 
 

The “System” GMM has much better results than the “Difference” GMM model. 

In this case the Sargan test has the P value of 1. In the same time the Arellano-Bond tests 

for auto-correlation of the second order are accepted with a P value of 82.3%.   

In order to check the result obtained from the “System” GMM approach we have 

estimated the same equation with some additional estimators. These estimators are: 

 Within Group estimator. 

 Generalized Least Squares (GLS) with a correlated disturbance.  

The results of all these estimators are presented in Appendix A, and are 

summarized in the table bellow: 
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Table 2: The results of the estimators of the linear effects of trade and financial openness. 

Model Within Groups GLS Diff GMM Syst GMM 

GDP_PC_Gr Coef.  SE Coef.  SE Coef.  SE Coef.  SE 

GDP_PC_Gr L1 0.0513 0.110 0.1143 0.098 -0.2077** 0.083 0.1042 0.091 

GDP_PC_Level 0.0070 0.045 0.0305* 0.016 0.4420** 0.078 0.0321* 0.018 

Fin_Depth -0.0096 0.019 -0.0191** 0.009 -0.0717** 0.016 -0.0164* 0.010 

Price_stab -0.1008** 0.035 -0.0896** 0.022 -0.0979** 0.023 -0.0909** 0.023 

Gov_Burden  -0.0272 0.047 -0.0331** 0.011 0.0298 0.032 -0.0298** 0.014 

transf  0.0009 0.005 0.0017 0.003 -0.0036 0.004 0.0045 0.004 
TO  0.1175** 0.048 0.0538** 0.013 0.1595** 0.035 0.0541** 0.011 

FO 0.0003 0.007 -0.0060** 0.002 -0.0015 0.005 -0.0056** 0.002 

ToT  -0.0812 0.129 -0.0782 0.101 -0.0423 0.080 -0.1250 0.106 

EU_15_GDP_Gr 0.2656 0.264 0.1884 0.172 0.0392 0.171 0.2815 0.192 

cons  -0.0099 0.120 -0.0830 0.053 -0.0281** 0.005 -0.0681 0.060 
Arellano-Bond 
test  of AR(1) - - 0.3275 0 

Arellano-Bond 
test  of AR(2) - - 0.4628 0.823 

Sargan test - - 0.3006 1 
* (**) denotes statistical significance at the 10 (5) percent level. 
The best results are given by the “System” GMM model with significant 

coefficients of interest. In order to check the results of the “System” GMM we have 

estimated the coefficients using the Feasible Generalized Least Squares estimator, which 

takes into account the heteroskedasticity of the errors and the correlation of the errors 

within each cross section. It is evident that the coefficients of the GLS estimator are 

significant and close to the coefficients deduced from the “System” GMM estimator. This 

fact demonstrates us the presence of the heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation in the set 

of the data. The Within group estimator with fixed effect is unable to estimate the 

coefficients. Most of the coefficients estimated with the Within-Group estimators are 

insignificant from the statistical point of view. This demonstrates that the simple panel 

data models which takes into account only a fixed cross-section effect gets a weak result 

in the case of a dynamic model with measurement errors in data sets and endogenous 

regressors. 
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First of all we will analyze the coefficients of the control variables based on the 

“System” GMM estimators and compare them with the results obtained by Calderon, 

Loayza and Schimidt-Hebbel (CLS)18. 

The elasticity of the GDP per capita in level is positive (0.32) meaning that, in 

average, the growth rate is higher for the countries with a higher level of development in 

the analyzed sample. CLS obtained the coefficient with another sign which is -0.177. In 

their case a higher level of GDP per capita means a lower rate of growth. The possible 

explication may be the debatable issue between the economists, which is if poorer 

countries tend to have a higher growth rate. As a result, there should be a threshold after 

which the higher the level of development in a country is, the lower the average rate of 

growth will be. In our sample we have the former communist countries from the Eastern 

Europe which converge to the average level of development from the Western Europe. It 

seems that these countries are before that threshold after which the higher the level of 

income is, the lower the growth rate will be. Thus, for the countries from the Eastern 

Europe a higher initial level of output per capita with 10% means in average a higher 

growth rate with 3.21%.   

The coefficient of the financial depth is significant for α = 10% and has an 

elasticity of -.0164, while CLS have obtained a coefficient equal to 0.631. One of the 

explanations for this negative coefficient is that we have taken the ratio of the domestic 

credit to GDP as a proxy of the financial development. A better proxy may be the ratio 

between the private domestic credits to GDP or the ratio of the M2/M3 money aggregator 

to the GDP. The Eastern Europe has been in transition since the beginning of the 1990s 

                                                 
18 See Calderon, C., Loayza, N. and Schmidt-Hebbel, K. (2005), “Does Openness Imply Greater 
Exposure?” World Bank Policy Research Paper No. 3733  page 30. 
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so the economies from this region are in a continuous change. In most of the countries 

from our sample, the biggest part of the domestic credit has been going toward 

consumption. This increase in demand was covered by the increase of the imports with a 

negative effect on the current account. In this case a higher rate of the domestic credits to 

GDP means fewer products made in the economy, a higher deficit level of the trade 

balance and a lower level of the GDP growth rate. It is worth noting that the negative 

impact of the financial depth is very small and we believe that a further development of 

the financial sector will have a positive impact on the growth rate, especially when more 

and more credits will be driven toward the real economy and the enterprises’ investments.    

The price stability has a positive effect on the growth rate with a coefficient of -

.091 which is smaller than the coefficient obtained by CLS: -2.275. The conclusion is that 

the impact of inflation in the countries from our sample is smaller than the average 

impact of inflation on growth in the countries from the sample used by CLS in their 

analysis. In some of the countries from the Eastern Europe the inflation rate is relatively 

small so the policymakers can marginally seize this opportunity. In the same time they 

have to continue with the supervision of inflation closely because of the significant 

negative impact of its increase on the growth rate.  

The elasticity of the government’s burden has a negative sign and its value is: -

0.0398. It is comparable as sign with the results obtained by CLS (-1.488). These results 

denote that in the both analyzed cases, when the sample contains 76 countries from all 

over the world or only 9 countries from Eastern Europe, the government is not a good 

administrator and that more governmental expenditure leads to the decrease of the GDP 

growth rate.  
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As we have mentioned before in this paper we have included the logarithm of the 

ratio of net transfers from abroad to GDP as a control variable. With this inclusion we 

have proposed to check if the transfers have a significant impact on the growth rate. As it 

can be observed, the impact of this variable is insignificant because the value of the 

coefficient is zero from the statistical point of view.  

 The trade openness is one of the main indicators of interest for us. The coefficient 

of the TO is positive and is equal to 0.0541. Thus, in the case of the Eastern Europe a 

higher degree of integration into the world’s market of goods and services leads to an 

increase of the growth rate of GDP per capita, which means a higher level of 

development of the domestic economy. The elasticity of the commercial openness 

obtained for the Eastern Europe is smaller that one obtained by CLS (0.403). 

While the trade openness has a positive impact on the growth rate, the FO has a 

negative one: -0.0056. This result disagrees with the result obtained by CLS, who got the 

coefficient of financial openness equal to 0.051. In the empirical literature some authors 

argue that the impact of the financial integration on a country depends on the country’s 

development level as a whole but also on the one of the financial sector. Thus, they 

affirm that there is a threshold of a country’s development level after which the higher 

the level of financial integration is, the higher the rate of financial growth will be. It 

seems that the countries from this sample haven’t reached that threshold. If it is really the 

case we will analyze in this paper later. 

 CLS highlighted in their study the significance of the impacts of the foreign 

shocks (growth rate of ToT and Foreign growth) on the growth rate in the domestic 

economy.  In CLS’s analysis the impacts of the growth rate of the country’s trading 
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partners and the growth rate of Term of Trade on the level of development of the home 

country are positive and equal to: 1.536 and 0.038 respectively. In our analysis on the 

countries from the Eastern Europe the impacts of both indicators are insignificant, which 

suggests a lack of influence of these variables on the economic growth.   

5.2.2 The non-linear growth effect of the trade openness. 
There is a view that the growth effect of openness may not be homogenous across 

countries. Indeed, motivated by the work of Kein and Olivei (2000) in the case of 

financial and trade openness, researches began to consider the possibility that the growth 

effect of opening the economy may depend on the country’s characteristics, as for 

example the level of income or the institutional quality19. In our analysis we have a 

different look at this possibility by allowing the effect of each openness measure (TO and 

FO) to vary with the level of GDP per capita, which serves as a proxy for the overall 

development level of a country. We will do this in the same way as CLS, by interacting 

each openness measure with the linear and quadratic GDP per capita in level.   

Firstly we will consider the interaction of the TO and the level of GDP per capita. 

The regression which needs to be estimated is:  
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Like in the previous regression we will first use the model of “Difference” GMM. 

The set of assumptions is the same as in the “Difference” GMM model from the first 

regression we have estimated. The coefficients estimated using the “Difference GMM” 

approach are:  

 

 

Figure 4: The “Difference” GMM estimator of the non-linear effects of trade openness on 
the economic growth. 

                                                 
19 See Edwards (2001) and Klein (2003) 
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As it can be noticed, the “Difference” GMM estimator has the same type of 

problem as the previous regression with some coefficients which are zero from the 

statistical point of view.  In the same time, the coefficients of interest in the present case: 

TO_GDP_PC_level and TO_GDP_PC_level_2 are insignificant too.  

The Sargan test of over-identifying restriction is slightly more than 10%. This 

result highlights the fact that the instruments used are not good and the results are biased.  

 In order to resolve the problems appeared in the “Difference” GMM model we 

will use the “System” GMM approach. 

The estimators of the “System” GMM model is: 

  

Figure 5: The “System” GMM estimator of the non-linear effects of trade openness on the 
economic growth. 
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The “System” GMM provides better results from the statistical point of view. The 

Sargan test is 1, which emphasizes the fact that the set of instruments is accepted as being 

a “healthy” one. The Arellano-Bond test of auto-correlation of the second order is 

accepted with a P value of 75.0%, this result emphasizing that the errors of the equation 

in the level are not auto-correlated. Table from bellow summurizes the results obtained 

from diffecrnt estimators20. 

Table 3: The results of the estimators of the non-linear growth effects of the trade openness. 

Model Within Groups GLS Diff GMM Syst GMM 

GDP_PC_Gr Coef.  SE Coef.  SE Coef.  SE Coef.  SE 

GDP_PC_Gr L1 -0.0646 0.112 0.1215 0.096 -0.3090** 0.085 0.0749 0.093 

GDP_PC_Level -0.0573 0.050 0.0211 0.019 0.4306** 0.075 0.0166 0.019 

Fin_Depth 0.0150 0.020 -0.0195* 0.010 -0.0586** 0.017 -0.0120 0.010 

Price_stab -0.1400** 0.036 -0.0937** 0.023 -0.1265** 0.025 -0.0968** 0.023 

Gov_Burden  -0.0616 0.047 -0.0352** 0.012 0.0172 0.031 -0.0336** 0.014 

transf  0.0001 0.006 0.0042 0.004 -0.0028 0.004 0.0073 0.005 
TO  1.6944** 0.546 0.6505* 0.353 0.8615** 0.416 0.9233** 0.371 

FO -0.0001 0.007 -0.0054** 0.002 -0.0012 0.005 -0.0056** 0.002 

ToT  -0.0688 0.124 -0.0541 0.109 -0.0737 0.076 -0.0683 0.109 

EU_15_GDP_Gr 0.1900 0.253 0.2132 0.189 -0.0391 0.164 0.3224 0.195 

TO_GDP_PC_Level -1.4252** 0.503 -0.5540* 0.335 -0.5991 0.379 -0.8425** 0.357 

TO_GDP_PC_Level_2 0.3177** 0.117 0.1264 0.079 0.1289 0.087 0.2005** 0.085 

cons  0.1113 0.129 -0.0563 0.061 -0.0299 0.005 -0.0248 0.064 
Arellano-Bond test  of 

AR(1) - - 0.6552 0.001 

Arellano-Bond test  of 
AR(2) - - 0.24 0.75 

Sargan test - - 0.1006 1 
* (**) denotes statistical significance at the 10 (5) percent level. 
 

                                                 
20 See Appendix D with Within Group and GLS results. 
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In addition to the coefficients which were insignificant in the first regression 

(transfers, ToT and GDP per capita growth rate in EU 15) now appeared other 

insignificant coefficients, such as: GDP in level and financial depth. The justification of 

this fact is that the new set of data contains additional information which explains the 

endogenous variable. Thus, the significance of the variables with a lower level of 

information gets closer to zero from the statistical point of view.  

The other coefficients are significant and consistent with the coefficients from the 

first regression. The coefficient of the FO is the same (-0.0056) in the former and the 

latest equation.  

The figure below illustrates the effect of the trade openness as a function of the 

level of GDP per capita. The coefficients used to estimate this effect are those from the 

latest equation: the coefficient of the interaction between the TO and the level of GDP 

per capita in logs (-0.843) and the coefficient of interaction between TO and the squared 

level of GDP per capita in logs (0.201).  
Graph 5: The Growth effect of TO as a function of GDP per capita 

Growth effect of Trade Openness as a function of GDP per 
capita
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It is observable that the impact of trade liberalization is convex with a quite small 

coefficient of convexity. Thus, the impact of the TO depends on the level of the country’s 

development: a more developed economy with a higher level of GDP per capita has much 

more advantages from the integration in the world’s market of goods and services after it 

passes the threshold. An economy begins to reap benefits from trade liberalization only 

after it passes its specific threshold of development.   
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The overall average of GDP per capita in log is 2.19 in our sample, which means 

that, in average, the countries from the Eastern Europe have passed the threshold and they 

will get benefits from the further trade integration.  

From the point of view of the policy makers it is expected that they will further 

stimulate the trade integration of the countries as their level of development will get 

higher.   

 

5.2.3 The non-linear growth effect of the financial openness. 
 
In order to estimate the possible non-linear effect of financial openness on the 

GDP per capita growth rate, we will consider the interaction of the FO and level of GDP 
per capita.  

 
The regression which needs to be estimated is: 
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In the first equation, which estimates the linear effect of trade and financial 

openness on the economic growth, the coefficient of the financial integration is pretty 

small. The elasticity of the financial openness is only -0.0056, which means that in case 

the financial integration will grow with 10%, the growth rate of the GDP per capita will 

slow down by only 0.056%. This suggests us, that even if coefficient of FO is significant 

from statistical point of view, it is unimportant in absolute value. In these circumstances 

we expect that the coefficients of the interaction terms between FO and GDP per capita 

will be either very small or insignificant from statistical point of view. 

 

Like in the previous regression, we will first use the model of “Difference” 

GMM. The set of assumptions is the same as in the “Difference” GMM model from the 

first regression we have estimated. The estimators of the model are:   
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Figure 6: The “Difference” GMM estimator of the non-linear effects of financial openness on 
the economic growth. 

 

 
 
 

The Sargan test of over-identifying restriction has slightly above 5%. This 

suggests the fact that the instruments for the first-differenced equation are weak.  

In the same time some of the coefficients are not significantly different from zero 

from the statistical point of view. The coefficients of interest in the present case are: the 

FO_GDP_PC_level and FO_GDP_PC_level_2 which are not significantly different from 

zero.  

We will try to get better results with the help of the “System” GMM approach.  
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Figure 7: The “System” GMM estimator of the non-linear effects of financial openness on 
the economic growth. 

 
If we compare the Sargan test and the Arellano-Bond test for AR(2), the “System” 

GMM approach gets better results. But the coefficients of interest FO_GDP_PC_Level 

and FO_GDP_PC_Level_2 are insignificantly different from zero.  

Table 4: The results of the estimators of the non-linear growth effects of the finamcial 
openness21. 

Model Within Groups GLS Diff GMM Syst GMM 

GDP_PC_Gr Coef.  SE Coef.  SE Coef.  SE Coef.  SE 

GDP_PC_Gr L1 -0.0133 0.116 0.0407 0.103 -0.2476** 0.087 0.0589 0.096 

GDP_PC_Level -0.0046 0.052 -0.0041 0.021 0.4045** 0.084 0.0115 0.025 

Fin_Depth -0.0272 0.021 -0.0346** 0.011 -0.0729** 0.016 -0.0224** 0.011 

Price_stab 
-

0.0781** 0.036 -0.0601** 0.024 -0.1027** 0.023 -0.0747** 0.025 
Gov_Burden  -0.0265 0.052 -0.0303** 0.010 0.0080 0.033 -0.0284* 0.015 

transf  -0.0028 0.006 0.0008 0.003 -0.0051 0.004 0.0028 0.004 

TO  0.1046** 0.048 0.0552** 0.013 0.1552** 0.034 0.0538** 0.011 

FO 0.1057 0.091 0.1518** 0.061 0.0810 0.060 0.0692 0.067 

ToT  -0.0629 0.129 -0.0210 0.106 -0.0498 0.080 -0.1063 0.107 

EU_15_GDP_Gr 0.2566 0.260 0.1557 0.176 0.0218 0.168 0.2358 0.196 
FO_GDP_PC_Level -0.0782 0.078 -0.1260** 0.051 -0.0620 0.052 -0.0585 0.057 

FO_GDP_PC_Level_2 0.0141 0.017 0.0252** 0.011 0.0114 0.011 0.0114 0.012 

cons  -0.0014 0.120 -0.0051 0.060 -0.0275* 0.006 -0.0231 0.068 
Arellano-Bond test  of 

AR(1) - - 0.4961 0.002 

Arellano-Bond test  of 
AR(2) - - 0.4582 0.858 

Sargan test - - 0.0606 0.999 
* (**) denotes statistical significance at the 10 (5) percent level. 

                                                 
21 See Appendix E with Within Group and GLS results. 
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As we observe, neither the “Difference” GMM nor the “System” GMM approach 

get significant coefficients of the interaction terms between the financial integration and 

the GDP per capita in level. The GLS method gives the estimators of these coefficients 

significantly different from zero but we would not rely on these estimators because the 

GLS method doesn’t take into account the cross-country fixed effect and the fact that the 

regressors are endogenous.  

As we expected before the analysis, the interaction terms between FO and GDP 

per capita are insignificant from the statistical point of view. 

Albeit the impact of the financial integration is currently a negative one and 

doesn’t depend on the level of development, it is expected that policy makers will further 

stimulate the financial integration of the country in the hope that the economy will reach 

a certain level of development, after which the country will begin to benefit from the 

financial integration.   

We consider that the analysis of the impact of the financial globalization on the 

economic growth has to be correlated with the analysis of the influence of the financial 

depth on the growth rate. As we have noticed in the analysis of the first regression, both 

indicators have a negative impact on the growth rate. We believe that a further 

development of the domestic financial market in interaction with a further financial 

integration of the economy will bring considerable benefits to the economy and will 

influence the growth rate of the domestic economy in a positive way. 

6.Conclusions 
This paper has proposed to analyze the impact of the financial and trade openness 

on the economic growth in the countries from the Eastern Europe. 

We used a panel data set which contains 9 countries22 from this region and 10 

years of observation. We have carefully studied the existent econometrical model which 

can deal with problems like: the endogeneity of regressors measured with errors, omitted 

variables, and the persistency of the dependent variable. Therefore, we have used two of 

the most complex econometric techniques in the panel data analysis: the “Difference” and 

                                                 
22 These countries are: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland, Romania, 
and Slovenia 
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“System” Generalized Method of Moments which can deal with all the issues highlighted 

above. In the same time we have estimated regressions using alternative methods, such as 

the Within Group and GLS estimators which can deal only with a part of the problems 

from above. The best result was given by the “System” GMM estimator, which is in 

accordance with the results obtained by other authors who used a comparison between 

the “System” GMM and alternative approaches in their empirical analysis23.  

Related to the trade integration, our study revealed a significant positive effect of 

trade openness on the economic growth. We have analyzed the view that the growth 

effect of the trade openness is not linear and varies with the level of development of the 

country24. Our results sustain this view, the growth effect of the trade openness in the 

countries from Eastern Europe being non-monotonic and convex. Thus, there is a 

threshold of the development after which the national economy begins to reap the 

positive effects from the openness of the national markets of goods and services. Our 

further analysis has revealed that the most of the countries from Eastern Europe passed 

this threshold and have already begun to benefit from the trade liberalization.  

Related to the financial integration the impact of financial openness is negative 

but it is very small so its impact on the growth rate in negligible, being close to zero.  Our 

further analysis revealed that the growth effect of the financial openness is monotonic 

and doesn’t depend on the country’s level of development.  

The study also includes the analysis of the impact of the control variables on the 

growth rate. The main conclusion is that the factors such as, growth rate in EU 15 and 

changes in the ToT, don’t have an impact on the path of the growth rate in the countries 

from the Eastern Europe.  

There is no evidence that transfers influence the growth rate. Another fact which 

can be noticed is that a higher financial depth leads to a lower growth rate. This 

conclusion should be treated with concern because different proxies of the financial depth 

may lead to different results.  

The main problem in analyzing the growth impact of trade and financial openness 

in the countries from Eastern Europe refers to the availability of the data. The relevant 

                                                 
23 See Bond, S., A. Hoeffler, and J. Temple (2001). 
24 See Calderón, C., N. L.Klaus, and Schmidt-Hebbel (2005). 
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data series related to these countries are quite short, being available only for the last 15 

years.  

The result of our analysis should be taken with some prudence. The estimated 

elasticities have to be analyzed with concern. It is difficult to interpret them as true long 

run coefficients which represent the growth effect of different indicators, because the 

time series data set is very short. Furthermore, we can affirm that the growth impact of 

the trade and financial integration is likely to continue to change as a consequence of the 

structural changes in the economies from the Eastern Europe. In order to broaden the 

analysis, the further studies of the growth impact of trade and financial integration should 

take into account other variables too, such as the education rate, the ratio of money 

aggregates M2/M3 to the GDP and the ration of the private domestic credits to the GDP.   
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Appendix A: The correlogram and unit root test of the GDP per capita growth rate. 

 
The correlogram of the GDP per capita growth rate and the first “Difference” of the GDP per 

capita growth rate.  

     
  
 
Unit root test of the GDP per capita growth rate. 
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Appendix B: Estimators of the autoregression coefficient of the growth rate. 

Regression 1: OLS with FE 

 

 
 
Regression 2: “Difference” GMM (estimated in Eviews) 

 
 

Regression 3: “Difference” GMM (estimated in Stata) 
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Appendix C: The estimators of the linear effects of trade and financial openness 

Regression 4: The Within Group estimator of the linear effects of trade and financial 
openness. 

 
 

 
Regression 5: The FGLS estimator of the linear effects of trade and financial openness. 
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Appendix D: The estimators of the non-linear growth effects of the trade openness  

 
Regression 6: Within Group estimator. 

 
 

Regression 7: Cross-sectional time-series FGLS regression. 
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Appendix E: The estimators of the non-linear growth effects of the financial openness 

Regression 8: Within Group estimator. 

 
 

egression 9: Cross-sectional time-series FGLS regression. R
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